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Abstract
Whether knowingly or otherwise, Wikipedia users re-
veal their interest and expertise through their contri-
bution patterns. An analysis of Wikipedia edit histo-
ries shows that it is often possible to associate users
with relatively small geographic regions, usually corre-
sponding to where those users were born or where they
presently live. Also, for many users, the geographic co-
ordinates of pages to which they contribute are tightly
clustered. Results indicate that a wealth of information
about Wikipedia users can be gleaned from their edit
histories. They illustrate the efficacy of data mining on
large, publicly-available datasets and raise potential pri-
vacy concerns.

Introduction
Collaboration, end-user involvement, and openness with
data are among today’s most prevalent Web trends. Web
2.0-style websites such as Facebook, del.ici.ous, and a
plethora of extant Wiki projects including Wikipedia all rely
on significant contributions from their users that are then
shared with the world to achieve a collective user experi-
ence unattainable with traditional development methods. In
particular, Wikipedia1 is a collaborative online encyclope-
dia that grows from article contributions and edits made
by its readers. As the quality of Wikipedia articles rivals
those of other traditional encyclopedias (Giles 2005), it is
perhaps unsurprising that users of Wikipedia tend to con-
tribute information about which they have interest or exper-
tise. Wikipedia has special pages that recognize users with
particularly high-quality of large numbers of page edits, pro-
viding an important reward for contributing content to the
project (Forte and Bruckman 2005). All user page edits are
logged and publicly viewable in edit histories, which pro-
vide a treasure trove of information about the interests and
expertise of the users themselves.

Wikipedia users have the option to create personalized
user pages that detail information about themselves, such as
where they were born, where they live, and their interests.
However, even without such pages, users characterize them-
selves by the number and type of contributions they make.
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Whether knowingly or otherwise, users reveal their inter-
est and expertise through their edit histories. For example,
we might infer that a user with many edits to pages about
mountains and mountaineering has a significant interest in
that sport. Likewise, a user that contributes significant text
to pages about tightly clustered geographic locations, such
as College Park, Laurel, and Beltsville (all locales in Prince
George’s County, Maryland, USA) could then be “located”
in that general area. This work demonstrates that by analyz-
ing Wikipedia edit histories, it is often possible to associate
users with relatively small geographic regions, usually the
areas where those users were born or presently live.

Geography is of special interest because it pervades most
topics on Wikipedia, as evidenced by Figure 1, a rendering
of the English Wikipedia’s geographic coverage, where each
point corresponds to a Wikipedia page with geographic co-
ordinates. Even though pages on Wikipedia might not nom-
inally concern specific geographic locations, often pages
contain implicit geography that can be used to characterize
editors. For example, a number of edits to pages about ra-
dio stations in the vicinity of College Park, such as WMUC,
WAMU, and WTOP would serve equally well to place the
editor near College Park. Pages concerning schools, univer-
sities, airports, landmarks, and other notable areas can also
serve as markers to associate editors with their implicit geo-
graphic locations. We will refer to pages marked with geo-
graphic coordinates as geopages. Furthermore, we term the
minimum region encompassing a user’s edits to geopages as
the user’s edit area, which can be computed by taking the
convex hull of the geopage coordinates. A small edit area
might indicate a general familiarity with the geographic area
in question, due to the user being born there, living there, or
having an interest in the region.

In this work, we collect a variety of statistics about
Wikipedia and its users as they relate to geography. In par-
ticular, we examine the geographic coverage of Wikipedia,
both in terms of which geographic areas receive the most at-
tention from users and the prevalence of editors of geopages.
We also investigate edit patterns and the sizes of edit areas
for users who contribute to geopages. Our analysis shows
that a significant percentage of users have relatively small
edit areas. We identify reasons for this by manually exam-
ining users’ personal pages, and also find that many users
tend to focus their attention on a particular “pet” geopage.



Figure 1: Geographic coverage of Wikipedia pages. Each point represents a latitude/longitude pair found on a Wikipedia
geopage. The coverage is uneven, with most geopages placed in the United States and various countries of Europe.

Results show that edit histories provide a wealth of evidence
for associating Wikipedia users with geographic regions.

Data mining from user edit histories has a variety of appli-
cations, such as psychographic and geographic market seg-
mentation (Lesser and Hughes 1986). It also raises privacy
concerns, as users might not intend or want to reveal this
information about themselves. Further concern is warranted
when this information is joined with data gleaned from other
online sources to assemble accurate, multi-faceted profiles
of users. This work illustrates the efficacy of data mining on
large publicly-available datasets, and highlights the extent to
which private information may be inferred from seemingly-
innocuous digital footprints.

Related Work
Recently, Wikipedia has been at the center of research in a
variety of fields. Researchers have examined general trends
in Wikipedia’s growth, in terms of number of users and con-
tributions. Voss (2005) examined edit histories of pages and
measured several statistics, such as the growth in number
of pages and users over time, number of edits per article
and user, and page link structure, comparing results between
the various language versions of Wikipedia. Roth, Tara-
borelli, and Gilbert (2008) looked for correlations between
administrative policies and growth rates, for a variety of
Wiki projects including Wikipedia. Almeida, Mozafari, and
Cho (2007) characterize Wikipedia’s evolution over time in
terms of contributor behavior. They also identify a user be-
havior where in a single Wikipedia session, or time window
of 3 hours, users tend to focus their attention on editing a
single Wikipedia page. We show that this “pet” page phe-
nomenon holds true for geopages as well, regardless of time

window.
Several studies highlight the social qualities of Wikipedia

and its users. In interviews, Forte and Bruckman (2005)
found that most Wikipedia contributors are motivated by
recognition and acknowledgment by their peers. Wikipedia
edit histories have also provided a data source for examin-
ing how individuals collaborate and resolve conflict in a dis-
tributed fashion (Kittur et al. 2007b). Visualizations have
have been helpful in this respect (Viégas, Wattenberg, and
Dave 2004; Suh et al. 2007). Kittur et al. (2007a) classify
users as “elite” or “common” based on administrator sta-
tus or number of edits, and found that most contributions
were initially made by elite users, but gradually shifted to
common users over the history of Wikipedia. Ortega and
Gonzalez-Barahona (2007) extend the work of Kittur et al.
to additional languages, and further examine groups of edits
by month, rather than over Wikipedia’s entire history. Burke
and Kraut (2008) identify characteristics of Wikipedia ad-
ministrators, then try to predict based on these characteris-
tics whether a given user has a chance of being promoted to
administrator status.

Aside from more general measures of Wikipedia’s con-
tent, a number of researchers focus specifically on geopages
in Wikipedia as a source of volunteered geographic infor-
mation (Goodchild 2007), and automated methods of us-
ing Wikipedia’s geographic content to various ends. Toral
and Munoz (2006) examine the utility of Wikipedia pages
in creating gazetteers for named-entity recognition (Borth-
wick 1999). Other researchers (Buscaldi, Rosso, and Garcı́a
2006; Popescu, Grefenstette, and Moëllic 2008) integrated
Wikipedia’s geographic content with a number of other
sources to create gazetteers, databases of geographic loca-
tions and associated metadata. In a similar vein, Lim et



al. (2006) integrate content mined from Wikipedia geopages
into an online digital library. To aid tourists and educators,
Hecht et al. (2007) designed a visualization for mobile de-
vices that dynamically places Wikipedia content on a map,
using location information sent from the device.

The work most related to ours is that of Hardy (2008),
wherein he collects statistics related to Wikipedia geopages.
He classifies users as registered, anonymous, or robot, and
describes the relative amount of work done by each group,
as well as a normalized “locality” measure indicating the rel-
ative sizes of edit areas between groups (though not absolute
edit area sizes). He found that anonymous authors’ edit areas
tended to be smaller than those of the other groups. He also
presents statistics across the different language versions of
Wikipedia. However, Hardy does not attempt to distinguish
between geography with and without extent (e.g., countries
versus cities), though he does mention the distinction. Also,
while he computes locality of edit areas, he does not explain
the meaning of his locality measure in sufficient detail, nor
does he delve into reasons for users having small edit areas.

Data Sources
The main data source used in our analysis is the English
Wikipedia XML dump2. The dumps are updated every sev-
eral months, and several forms of it are available depending
on how it is to be used. In addition to complete page content
being available, all previous versions of pages are also stored
and available, along with complete page edit histories. For
each edit made to a page, the user that made the edit and the
edit’s timestamp are recorded. In Wikipedia, users have the
option of either logging in with a username and password
to make edits, or editing anonymously. For users that have
logged in to edit, their username is stored in the edit history.
Anonymous users have their IP address recorded in the edit
history. We used the English Wikipedia page history dump
of 8 Oct 2008. The dump file totals 8.4GB compressed, and
61.7GB uncompressed.

When saving an edit, named (i.e., non-anonymous) users
have the option of marking their edit as “minor”. The minor
flag is intended to distinguish between true contributions to a
page’s content and simple changes, such as spelling or gram-
mar correction, or formatting changes. In addition, a number
of robots used to make mass changes to a large collection of
pages also use the minor flag. From these observations, we
made the simplifying assumption in our analysis that a mi-
nor edit to a geopage did not serve as evidence that the user
making the edit was in any way related to that geographic
location. We therefore excluded minor edits from the anal-
ysis, as they would tend to skew correlations between users
with legitimate contributions, and page geography. Note that
it is entirely subjective whether or not to mark an edit as
minor. However, in practice, we found that most geopages
tended to have many edits that were marked as minor, with
only a few users making significant contributions to a given
page. The minor flag thus served as a useful indicator of true
knowledge or experience with a geopage and its correspond-
ing geographic location.

2http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/

We excluded anonymous edits from our analysis for
several reasons. While IP addresses serve as a valuable
source of location information (Padmanabhan and Subra-
manian 2001), several problems deter a meaningful analy-
sis of anonymous user edits. For example, when editing
Wikipedia, anonymous editors do not have the option to
mark page edits as minor, due to the potential for abuse.
Therefore, it would be difficult to distinguish significant
page edits from typos and spelling corrections. Also, several
informal studies3 show that anonymous editors are respon-
sible for the majority of Wikipedia article vandalism, which
should not be considered legitimate evidence of geographic
locality. Another problem when using IP addresses is the
inherent inability to correlate a single IP address to a sin-
gle human editor, since they might be assigned to Internet
users dynamically. Furthermore, a single IP address might
be used by several humans simultaneously, as in the case of
proxy servers for local area networks.

Identifying Geography
Finding Wikipedia pages tagged with geographic coordi-
nates, while seemingly simple, tends to be difficult for sev-
eral reasons. In general, geopages have the relevant geo-
graphic coordinates present somewhere in the page’s con-
tent. However, page content is written in a constantly evolv-
ing Wiki markup language, which makes it difficult to parse.
The problem is exacerbated by the large number of ways
that users express geographic coordinates within page con-
tent. Editors often create parameterized templates that can
be reused on many pages, to avoid duplicate work by ed-
itors and allow for uniformity across pages. However, the
templates themselves constantly evolve, and templates fol-
low trends of use and disuse. At this time there exist at
least 20 distinct forms of template parameters, all of which
serve the same basic purpose of annotating a Wikipedia
page with geographic coordinates. For example, separate
template parameter sets exist depending on the type of
annotated object, such as country, administrative division,
city, or spot feature. Various forms of geographic coor-
dinates (e.g., degrees-minutes-seconds (DMS) and decimal
degrees (Clarke 1995)) can be used as well, and it is left to
the editor to decide which form is most appropriate.

To avoid the messy task of extracting geographic coordi-
nates from raw Wiki markup, we integrated data from DB-
pedia (Auer et al. 2007), a community project that aims
to extract semantic relationships mined from Wikipedia.
Along with many other types of semantic information, DB-
pedia features a table of geographic coordinates mined
from Wikipedia’s many geographic coordinate templates.
This table amounts to a primitive gazetteer (Hill 2000),
or database of geographic locations and associated meta-
data. The DBpedia gazetteer thus provides links between
Wikipedia pages and geographic coordinates. Its uncom-
pressed size is 166MB.

Another complication that an analysis of Wikipedia ge-
ography entails is accounting for the geography of features
with significant extent (Clarke 1995), such as regions (e.g.,

3http://wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:WPVS



Figure 2: A variety of edit patterns in the USA that lead to distinct edit areas. Each letter refers to a different user, and each
point corresponds to an edit to a geopage tagged to those coordinates. Notice that in many cases, a user’s edits to geopages are
tightly clustered (e.g., A), but might have one or several edits that are geographically distant (e.g., B, E).

countries, administrative divisions, lakes) and linear features
(e.g., roads, rivers, canals). In Wikipedia, all geographic fea-
tures, including those with extent, are annotated with a sin-
gle lat/lon point. The point chosen is particular to the type
of feature. For example, political regions like countries and
administrative divisions (e.g., states, counties, boroughs) are
tagged with the geographic coordinates of their capital or
home office, while linear features are generally tagged with
their midpoint or an end point (e.g., for rivers, the mouth
or source of the river). Ideally, features with extent would
be tagged in a distinct manner from point features, but for
the moment, geographic tagging projects on Wikipedia favor
uniformity over representational accuracy. Incorporating the
tagged coordinates of features with extent is problematic be-
cause geographic coordinates can only capture distance rela-
tionships between points, but not other spatial relationships
such as overlap and containment, which might reveal addi-
tional connections between page edits. For example, a user
with several edits to College Park, Laurel, and Beltsville, as
well as Maryland, would indicate a strong association with
the three initial localities, since they are all in Maryland and
are geographically proximate. However, examining the co-
ordinates of the corresponding Wikipedia pages might in-
dicate otherwise, because Maryland would be tagged with
the coordinates of its capital city, Annapolis, which could be
geographically distant from the remaining localities.

However, on Wikipedia, the precision of tagged geo-
graphic coordinates serves as a hint for the feature’s size,

which in turn reveals whether the location in question has
significant extent. For example, the Maryland Wikipedia
page is tagged with decimal coordinates (39, -76.7), which is
in fact the coordinates of its capital, Annapolis (38.972945,
-76.501157) but expressed with less precision. In contrast,
the College Park, Maryland article is tagged with coordi-
nates (38.99656, -76.927509) which indicates a much higher
degree of precision, and hence smaller extent. We therefore
marked those pages with fewer than 2 digits in the fractional
part of the decimal coordinates as being features with extent.

Like all of Wikipedia’s content, the precision of tagged
geographic coordinates is subject to human error. For some
geopages, we found that tagged coordinates were entered
with too little or too much precision, especially for those
pages that received little attention from editors. However,
we found that geopages corresponding to features with ex-
tent were in general correctly tagged, as they tended to have
multiple revisions by different users. In our analysis, we
tested the effects of both including and excluding features
with extent on user edit area sizes.

Typical Edit Patterns
To clarify the preceding discussion, we now present several
examples of real user edit areas from the English Wikipedia.
Figure 2 shows six users whose edit areas lie mostly in the
United States. Each letter corresponds to a Wikipedia user.
The outlined region at the extreme right containing user A’s
edits is an enlargement of New York City and surrounding



counties. These editors were selected because they have a
sizable number of geopage edits, and they exhibit a wide
range of edit area sizes. In addition, while one user posted
biographical information on a Wikipedia user page, the rest
did not, and thus might be surprised that information about
their geographic origins and interests could be gleaned from
their edit histories. We also found these edit patterns to be
representative of a large portion of Wikipedia editors that
modified geopages.

In the figure, users with small edit areas include user A,
editing many geopages in New York City, New York, and B,
with many edits in Douglas County, Kansas. These editors
have minimal edit areas of under 1 deg2. The collection of
geopages edited by A include the page about New York City,
as well as a number of smaller pages about subway stops in
New York City’s various boroughs. As a result, the edits
are tightly clustered, with no geographic outliers. It would
be safe to say that user A is familiar with New York City,
and likely lives there. It might even be possible to pin user
A to specific neighborhoods by examining which subway
stops were edited most by content or number of edits. Sim-
ilarly, user B’s edits include many small townships in Dou-
glas County, in the northeastern part of Kansas, and other
nearby cities. B’s edits include one outlier on the border of
Kansas and Colorado. In our analysis, we discounted a small
percentage of geographic outliers in determining users’ edit
areas, to account for cases like these.

Medium-sized edit areas can be attributed to users C, D,
and E, with edit area sizes ranging between about 3 deg2

(C) and 71 deg2 (E). Most of user C’s edits are to geopages
about various populated places in North Carolina. However,
one of these geopages is actually that of a local television
station which was tagged with the geographic coordinates
of its transmission antenna. In a similar vein, user D’s edit
area includes several different types of geographic features
in Washington State and Oregon, including villages, glacier
sites, rivers, and mountains, as well as a number of out-
lier edits. These users demonstrate that articles about many
types of geographic features can contribute to characteriz-
ing a user’s edit area. User E’s edit area is somewhat larger,
mainly focused on large cities and counties in Texas, but also
including edits to articles with coordinates in nearby states.
Again, we account for these outliers in our analysis.

Finally, the largest edit area belongs to user F, with a total
area encompassing over 1000 deg2, and including edits to
geopages situated all across the United States, with a sizable
number of edits in New York State. The types of geopages
edited by user F are greatly varied, including the usual popu-
lated places, but also bridges, hotels, and the sites of several
plane crashes. Several edits are to geopages placed outside
the United States and are not shown.

Analysis
We first present basic statistics about the Wikipedia and DB-
pedia dumps used in our analysis in Table 1. The Total
column indicates the total number of objects in the dump,
while the Geo and Geo% columns give the number and per-
centage of objects that contain geographic information. The

Statistic Total Geo Geo%
Pages 14915993 328393 2.2%
Users 2440777 356693 14.6%

Edits Total 168901990 10822130 6.4%
Non-Minor 114844836 6357558 5.5%

Table 1: Wikipedia/DBpedia dump statistics. A consider-
able number of pages are tagged with geographic coordi-
nates, and most edits are marked as non-minor edits.

Country Count Country Count
United States 83971 Russia 10964
France 37730 Canada 8970
United Kingdom 26651 Italy 8772
Poland 16050 Spain 6603
Germany 15939 India 5683

Table 2: Top page counts, aggregated by country. As might
be expected for the English Wikipedia, the majority of geo-
pages edited lie in the United States and various countries of
Europe.

statistics show that a considerable number of pages are geo-
pages and are marked with geographic coordinates. Also, a
nontrivial number of users (14.6%) have made at least one
non-minor edit to a geopage. In addition, most (58.7%) edits
to geopages are non-minor edits.

Table 2 contains the top ten page counts, aggregated by
country. These page counts were determined by assigning
each page’s coordinates to the country that contains it, thus
determining the countries containing the largest number of
pages. As can be seen in the table and Figure 1, the vast ma-
jority of Wikipedia’s geographic coverage lies in the United
States and various countries of Europe. This uneven cover-
age might reflect the geographic distribution of contributors
due to limiting out analysis to the English Wikipedia. If we
examined Wikipedia dumps of other languages, a different
bias would likely be found.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of edits to geopages
across users and pages. Both distributions follow a general
power-law curve. That is, a tiny number of users and geo-
pages have very large edit counts, and the number of edits
rapidly falls as the number of users and pages increase.

To determine whether users might be surprised by the in-
formation revealed through their edits, we checked what per-
centage of geopage editors also have user pages. If a user has
a user page, we assume that the user is willing to share at
least some information about themselves, and is more heav-
ily involved in Wikipedia. Of 356693 users with at least one
edit to a geopage, only 102271 (28.7%) also have user pages.
Also, for the 93195 users with at least five edits to geopages,
only 47623 users (51.1%) also have user pages.

Locality of Edit Areas
We next analyzed the tightness of users’ edit areas. For each
user, we computed the convex hull of the geographic coor-
dinates of the pages that the user edited, then computed the
area of the polygon defined by the convex hull. A smaller
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Figure 3: Distributions of geographic edits across (a) users and (b) pages. The number of edits and editors follow power-law
distributions.
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Figure 4: Geographic locality of user edit areas with features with extent (a) included and (b) excluded. A large number of
users — approximately 30–35% of all users with edits to geopages — have edit areas smaller than 1 deg2, indicated by the
dashed vertical line. Using a smaller fraction of user edits shifts edit areas significantly across the 1 deg2 boundary.

edit area thus indicates more geographically clustered edits.
However, this simple computation does not adequately ac-
count for geographic outliers. A single edit to a page with
coordinates located very far from a tight cluster of edit lo-
cations would expand the convex hull’s area to a very large
value, despite most locations being tightly clustered. To ac-
count for these outliers and ensure a more meaningful anal-
ysis, we removed a fraction (5% and 20%) of problematic
edits from each user’s set of edits and computed edit area
based on the remaining points. Furthermore, we only con-
sidered those users with at least three edits. As an example,
in Figure 2, removing 20% of user E’s 18 edits leaves only
the tight cluster of edits in southeast Texas.

Figure 4a shows the number of users with a given edit
area, in deg2, using 95% and 80% of edited geopages for
each user. Of 67638 users plotted, 20737 (30.7%) and 23544
(34.8%) of users’ edit areas cover less than a 1 deg2 re-
gion with 95% and 80% confidence, respectively. An area
of 1 deg2 approximately corresponds to a 100x100km re-
gion, or the size of a typical metropolitan region. Further-
more, of users with under 5 edited geopages, which account
for 37820 of the total number of users, 17813 (47.1%) and

19633 (51.9%) have their edit areas constrained to a 1 deg2

region with 95% and 80% confidence. Using 80% rather
than 95% significantly shifts user edit areas toward smaller
values, especially across the 1 deg2 boundary. These figures
and statistics indicate that a significant portion of users’ edits
are restricted to relatively small geographic areas.

We also identified geopages that correspond to regions
with extent, and investigated the effects of their removal on
users’ edit areas. Figure 4b shows our results. Of 60045
users, 18917 (31.5%) and 21531 (35.9%) of users’ edit ar-
eas are smaller than 1 deg2 using 95% and 80% of users’ to-
tal edited geopages. Also, of the 33385 users with less than
5 edited geopages, 16094 (48.2%) and 17809 (53.3%) have
edit areas smaller than 1 deg2. Excluding regions with ex-
tent thus results in about a 1% drop in edit area sizes across
the 1 deg2 boundary. The main effects were on users with
initially large edit areas when taking 95% of edits to geo-
pages, which are shown in the extreme right of the graphs.
This indicates that few users make many edits to geopages
corresponding to large geographic features. Instead, user
edit areas mostly consist of small features, which better aid
in tying users to specific geographic areas.
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Figure 5: Frequency statistics revealing the prevalence of pet geopages among users with (a) 5–20 and (b) over 20 edits to
geopages. Significant numbers of users have a large percentage of their edits confined to one or two geopages.

Pet Geopages
We next looked for users keeping “pet” geopages — those
users who concentrate their edits on one or two geopages.
For each user u, we checked the number of edits to each
geopage edited by u, and determined u’s most-edited geo-
pages. Figures 5a and 5b show our results for users with 5–
20 and over 20 edits to geopages, respectively. In the figures,
F1 and F2 refer to the frequencies of the most- and second-
most edited geopage. Of the 93195 users with 5–20 edits
to geopages, 32899 (35.3%) have at least 80% of their edits
confined to a single geopage, and 48969 (52.5%) have over
80% of their edits for two geopages. Also, for the 28475
users with over 20 edits to geopages, 4689 (16.5%) and 7186
(25.2%) have at least 80% edits constrained to one and two
geopages, respectively. Pet geopages thus are a common oc-
currence, for both casual and regular editors.

Reasons for Small Edit Areas
We then tried to determine the reasons for users having espe-
cially small edit areas, based on the information made pub-
lic by users on their user pages. We randomly selected 100
users with at least 10 edited geopages, having edit area sizes
of less than 1 deg2, and having user pages. Then, for each
user u, we concurrently viewed u’s user page and set of geo-
pages edited, to determine these reasons. Table 3 lists our
findings. As we expected, users with small edit areas tended
to either be born in or living in the region defined by their
edit area, with over half of users stating so explicitly. The
remaining users did not state a geographic interest or ex-

Interest Count Interest Count
Living there 56 General 5
Unknown 24 Local schools 5
Born there 19 Local businesses 3
Local railways 9 Local history 1

Table 3: Reasons for users having especially small edit ar-
eas (under 1 deg2), determined by voluntary information
gleaned from user pages.

pressed general or special interest for some local features of
their edit areas, such as local businesses, schools, and rail-
ways. Note that only reasons stated explicitly on user pages
were included in our counts, but it is reasonable to assume
certain relationships with edit areas even if not stated. For
example, the users with interests in local schools most likely
were born or live in the area as well.

Future Work
We have shown that a significant group of Wikipedia users
exhibits selectivity and geographic locality in the geo-
pages that they edit. However, more Wikipedia information
could be used to identify edit areas for a larger portion of
Wikipedia users. For example, we used the presence or ab-
sence of a minor flag to determine edit importance, but the
minor flag is manually set at the time of editing, and in some
cases might be missed. Alternative measures can serve as
more accurate indicators of the importance of individual ed-
its, such as the page size difference before and after the edit,
and whether the page was reverted to an earlier version by
another user. Also, rather than ignoring minor edits, they
might be used as an additional source of evidence for deter-
mining edit areas. A large number of minor edits to geo-
pages in a small geographic area could indicate interest in
that area, even if few significant contributions were made to
those pages.

Alternatively, more extensive information mining can be
done using other freely available data sources to enhance the
gazetteer. Instead of using the limited DBpedia gazetteer,
another gazetteer, such as the GNIS/GNS4 or GeoNames5,
could be used to aid analysis. Doing so would allow other
gazetteer features, such as population, hierarchy or contain-
ment relationships, and feature classes, to aid in identify-
ing features with extent and generally enhancing relation-
ships between geopages in users’ edit areas. For example,
it might be of interest to examine correlations between ge-
ographic location population and the number of edits to the
corresponding Wikipedia geopage.

4http://geonames.usgs.gov/
5http://geonames.org/



Conclusion
This work provides a case study on the efficacy of data min-
ing on large, publicly-available data sets. Active users of
projects like Wikipedia should be aware that their contri-
butions can increasingly be used to find information about
them that they might not want revealed. Furthermore, for
Wikipedia, edit histories permanently associate users with
the pages they edit, including non-geopages and future con-
tributions. Additional concern is warranted when multiple
datasets are joined to construct accurate multi-faceted user
profiles. As the Internet advances toward more interactive
and open applications, users should become more savvy
in their decisions on making personal information public.
However, as we have shown, these are very difficult de-
cisions, considering the wealth of information that can be
gleaned from seemingly-innocuous digital footprints.
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